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About Connect: Calgary’s Parks Plan 

The City of Calgary is writing the next 20-year plan on how we develop, redevelop, and manage parks in Calgary. Our goal is to 
connect you with nature, wellness, culture and each other, through our shared public park spaces.  

How to use this guide:  

This activity guide is designed to connect your students or youth group to a local park in their community and get them     
thinking about what matters most when it comes to our city’s parks. There are a total of five activities outlined in this guide. 
You are welcome to complete all of them or pick the ones that work best for your needs.  

Part 1 includes three activities titled Create a Base Map, Emotional Mapping and Empathy Walk, which were originally designed 
by Sustainable Calgary and included in this guide with their expressed permission. These activities were designed as part of 
the Reimagine Catwalks Playbook project and the instructions refer to exploring neighbourhoods and catwalks.                       
For the purpose of this exercise guide, please apply the instructions for each activity to the school yard or local park 
you have chosen.  

The 4th activity in this section, ‘Find Examples of Connect: Calgary’s Parks Plan Guiding Principles’, gets participants to consider 
best practices in parks planning and look for examples of each in their chosen park or school yard. 

Part 2 involves creating a park of the future by applying the project guiding principles. Students can let their creativity and 
problem solving skills soar to design a future park while wearing different “thinking hats”. 

Part 3 requires you to return to the project engagement Kids Zone page where you or your students can share the results of 
the activities. This feedback will be summarized and considered as part of the project decision making.  

Connecting You to Parks 

Curriculum connections: 

 Map making 
 Writing 
 Community 
 Local government 
 Geometry  

Learning objectives: 

 Increasing connection with youth’s school yard or community park  
 Identifying and understanding the needs of others 
 Considering competing priorities when planning a park 
 Creating solutions by wearing different “hats”  

http://www.sustainablecalgary.org/
http://www.engage.calgary.ca/connect-calgary-parks-plan-kids-zone


Activity 1– Create a base map (page 5 & 6)  

Objective: Create a map of your school yard or community park to complete the rest of the activities.  

Overview: There are two options to create a map. The first option requires printing an existing digital map, and the second 

requires making a sketch of the area by hand. Clear instruction for each option are outlined on pages 5 and 6. Choose 

the option that makes most sense for your group or class. You can decide to make one map for the whole class/group, 

one map for a small group or one map for each participant.  
 

Activity 2- Emotional mapping (page 7)  

Objective: Participants map how different spots in their school yard or selected park make them feel and why.   

Overview: We recommend following Method #2 (Stationary mapping), outlined on page 7. This method requires               

participants to pick multiple spots in the park to access how it makes them feel.  We recommend selecting a maximum 

of 5 spots in your chosen park. Participants should record how they feel in each spot and try to explain why.  

Sharing your feedback: On the online engagement page, participants will be asked to enter the park’s name or address into 

a map. Teachers or individual participants can then add markers to the corresponding spots on the map and add the 

emotion(s) they felt in that area and a brief note about why they felt that way. Four markers are colour-coded on the 

online map exercise for 1) generally positive emotions, 2) neutral emotions, 3) generally negative emotions, and 4) 

mixed emotions.  
  

Activity 3- Empathy walk (page 8)  

Objective: Participants explore the area “in the shoes of another” to think about another person’s experience and the         

concept of equity. 

Overview: Provide small groups or individual participants a character or persona of an imaginary, but possible Calgarian 

who has different considerations. A series of personas can be downloaded from the Kids Zone page. Participants then 

move around the area while considering and answering these key questions: 

• What does this person feel in your park space?  

• What does this person notice?  

• What might this person want to change in the park to have a better experience?  

Sharing your feedback: On the online engagement page, participants will be asked to find the persona they used for the  

exercise and enter the results of their exploration for each question.  

  

Part 1: Explore your school yard or local park  

http://www.engage.calgary.ca/connect-calgary-parks-plan-kids-zone


Part 1– Activity 1 



Part 1– Activity 1 continued 



Part 1– Activity 2 



Part 1– Activity 3 



Part 1– Activity 4 

Finding Examples of Connect: Calgary’s Parks Plan Guiding Principles 
 

Objective: Explore your school yard or community park to and look for examples of best practices for parks planning.  

Overview: This exercise can be completed in different ways, depending on your group’s needs. Small groups of participants 
can each be assigned one principle to explore and find examples, or be given time to look for examples of all principles.  

Sharing your feedback: On the online engagement page, participants will be asked to add in the examples they found in their 
park into an idea generator type format.  

 

The City of Calgary has identified the following guiding principles to direct the future of park planning and decision making in 
Calgary over the next 20 years. Your group can learn more about each guiding principle by watching the video posted on the 
engagement Kids Zone page. 

 
Climate Resiliency: Identify and implement measures to reduce and combat the negative impacts of climate change. 
 
Healthy Environment: Improve the health and functionality of Calgary’s natural environment through decision-making that 
puts the environment first. 
 
Equity: Increase inclusive and accessible opportunities city-wide by consistently reviewing and evaluating our services. 
 
Calgarians Health and Wellbeing: Take a people-based approach to the development of our parks which supports            
multidisciplinary planning initiatives and creation of complete communities. 
 
Celebration of Culture: Support the consistent pursuit and preservation of Calgary’s history, culture and the principles of 
Truth and Reconciliation by weaving them into the fabric of our parks. 

http://www.engage.calgary.ca/connect-calgary-parks-plan-kids-zone


Objective: Explore your school yard or community park to and look for examples of best practices for parks planning.  

Overview: This exercise does not need to be completed in the park environment, and can even be completed on a different day 
if desired. Like other activities, this one can be done in different ways, depending on your group’s needs. Small groups of             
participants can work together to design one park, each participant can design their own park, or the whole group could design 
one park together.  

For this exercise, participants design the park of the future that they would like to see. The challenge is for them to achieve the 
guiding principles in their design, and also wear different thinking hats while making their design.  

 

Option 1– We get you started 

• Use the empty design space to begin (page 11) 

• Print, cut and paste the park elements provided on pages 13 and 14 OR use the Word version of these design elements to 
create a digital park design on the computer. The Word doc is available to download on the engagement Kids Zone page. 

Option 2– DIY 

• Alternatively, participants can create their park design from scratch, by drawing it out and adding labels to identify each     
element.  

• For either option, participants can also add their own elements to their desired park. This might include things like a skating 
rink, pond or gazebo. There are no limits to the design, apart from achieving and balancing the guiding principles.  

Sharing your feedback: On the online engagement page, participants will be asked to upload a picture of their park and their 
description of why they chose the features in their park design.   

 

 

Part 2– Design a park of the future 

http://www.engage.calgary.ca/connect-calgary-parks-plan-kids-zone


Part 2– Design your park of the future 

Use this blank space to design your park.  Name of your park: _____________________________________ 



Part 2– Describe your park of the future 

Use this space to describe your park! 

Why is your park the best park for the future?  

Name of your park: _____________________________________ 



Paved pathway  

Manicured grass 

Surfaces 

Sports field

Paved pathway  

Manicured grass 

Sports field Manicured grass 



Sports field

Amenities 
Features  

Public Art  

Shrub 

Drought tolerant landscaping  

Shrub 

Shrub 

Tree Tree Tree 

Landscaping  



Innovation  

What new and      

exciting ideas could 

you use to achieve 

the guiding  

principles?   

How do you design 

a park for people of 

all ages?  

What would     

encourage people 

to use the park in 

the winter?  

How can you ensure that 

Calgarians with different  

needs will benefit equally 

from your park?  

What would people 

need in this park 

on a very hot day?  



How much do you 

think each type of  

feature or surface 

might cost?  

Which guiding principle 

do you think would cost 

the most to achieve in 

your park?  

How much do you 

think it costs to 

maintain each part 

of your park?  

Economic 
Resilience 

Can you think of  

interesting ways to 

save money? 


